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    		Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imperfects

      
Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imperfects is a fighting game for the PlayStation 2, Xbox, GameCube, DS, and PSP, which ties into the "Marvel Nemesis" comic book series.



Gameplay


The game pitches a series of Marvel heroes and villains, including Venom, Wolverine, Iron Man, and Spider-Man against a series of original EA-created/owned characters. Combat is simplified in favor of allowing the player greater movement, and the game initially drew comparisons to Power Stone, Super Smash Bros. and Ehrgeiz as a result. The video game is based on the Marvel comic book series with the same name, a 6-issue miniseries published from June to December 2005. The miniseries does not depict the events in the game or vice versa, and has a completely different story than the video game. There are even points in the video game story and the comic books that directly contradict each other. The comic does, however, star the same characters as the video game and introduces the EA characters with, aside from one or two minor details, the same background stories and powers. The EA characters are said to be part of the regular Marvel continuity but due to the games' poor response and the fact that they're owned by Electronic Arts, they have only appeared in the above-mentioned miniseries and may never be heard of in the Marvel Universe again.
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    		Brigade (album)

      
Brigade is the tenth studio album by the American rock band Heart. Released in 1990 after a three-year gap between albums, the album features the No. 2 Billboard Hot 100 hit "All I Wanna Do Is Make Love to You" and reached No. 3 on the U.S. Billboard 200 chart. Two other album cuts reached the Top 25 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart ("I Didn't Want to Need You", "Stranded"), and two others peaked near the top of Billboard's Mainstream Rock Chart ("Wild Child", "Tall Dark Handsome Stranger").



The album was followed by a successful world tour. Like its 1987 predecessor Bad Animals, the album is notable for a decline in writing contributions from lead members Ann and Nancy Wilson, but would be the last of Heart's albums to prominently feature outside writers.



Track listing


Japan Special Edition 3" CD bonus tracks


The track "You're the Voice" was recorded for Brigade and released on a promo-only CD single; it appeared again as a live track for the 1991 live album Rock the House Live!.
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    		Brigade (comics)

      
Brigade is an American comic book published by Image Comics and later by Awesome Entertainment, created, plotted, and originally written by Rob Liefeld and first illustrated by Marat Mychaels (creator of Demonslayer and artist on X-Force: Shatterstar, Glory, Calavera, Vampiress Hella, Djustine and many other comics) as a spin-off to the then-popular series Youngblood.



Series history


The original team was led by Battlestone, who had been a former member of Youngblood, as well as a member of Image Comics' "Golden Age" team the Allied Supermen of America. Having been expelled from Youngblood following the deaths of several Youngblood members who at the time were under his command, he later went on to form Brigade alongside Kayo, Boone and Lethal, but when one of their missions went awry, he disbanded the team, leaving Boone and Lethal out in the cold. Some time later, at Kayo's urging, Battlestone recruited brothers Seahawk and Coldsnap, using their newly inherited vast wealth to finance the team. Later on Thermal and Atlas joined the group, and their final member Stasis was introduced as well. The team's first major enemy was the evil Prince Genocide, who wreaked havoc in their city before both he and Brigade were teleported back to Genocide's homeworld and were stranded there for a time. After being aided by a group of alien freedom fighters called the Birds of Prey, the team managed to escape back to Earth, but not before a climactic battle with Genocide resulted in the death of Atlas.
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                                Koffi Olomide ft. Brigade Sarbati - Code Pin (Clip Officiel en HD)

                                    Koffi Olomide ft. Brigade Sarbati - Code Pin (Clip Officiel en HD)

Titre: Code Pin
Piste CD: 2/9 (CD1)
Piste DVD: 7/16
Album: Affaire d'état
Artistes: Koffi Olomide & Quartier Latin
Année: 2003

Animations: Bébé Kérosène, Brigade Sarbati, Bouro Mpela, Fally Ipupa

Clip issu de l'album "AFFAIRE D'ÉTAT" de Koffi Olomide sorti en 2002

Le 7 mars 2003, le 6e et double album du groupe, Affaire d'État, sort avec des chansons tels que Ko-Ko-Ko-Ko de Fally Ipupa, Inch'Allah de Fofo le Collégien, Calvaire de Bouro Mpela, Drapeau Blanc de Soleil Wanga, Biblia de Gibson Butukondolo, Tendrement de Lola Muana, Tous Pepele de Deo Brando, Love Story de Montana Kamenga et beaucoup d'autres... Grâce à cet album, produit par David Monsoh comme Effrakata, le groupe remporte le prix du Meilleur groupe africa... 
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                                Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program

                                    Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program - then check out codeforamerica.org/brigade! 
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                                How to Start a Code for America Brigade

                                    Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brigade in your city.  Then, check out your next steps at http://www.codeforamerica.org/brigade/organize 
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                                You Can SOLEMN STRIKE On TRI-BRIGADE REVOLT?! | Live Ruling Explanation

                                    ► Check me out on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/distantcoder
► Join my Discord Server: https://discord.com/invite/rc0

►  You can book coder for a 1-on-1 Coaching Session on Metafy at the following link: https://metafy.gg/@distantcoder

► VISIT CARDBRAWLERS AT https://cardbrawlers.com/?ref=Distant... ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER5 for 5% discount on all your orders !
►VISIT IMPERIUM DUELIST AT https://www.imperiumduelist.com ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER10 for 10% discount on all your orders !
►Check out EwinRACING at the following link and be sure to use promo code "coder20" for 20% off your purchase! | (Canada): https://bit.ly/35R2JEw | (US): https://bit.ly/3xRxdSB
► If you wish to support me further, here is a link to my Patreon where you can earn special suppo... 
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                                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine le... 
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                                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine le... 
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                                February Brigade Project Standup: VaccinateMA.com, Public Utility Data, Brigade Project Index

                                    The February, 2021 Brigade Project Standup covered three great projects:

VaccinateMA.com, a project to help connect Massachusetts residents to COVID vaccines, was presented by Code for Boston members Harlan Weber, Matt Zagaja, and Madeleine Barowsky

The Public Utility Data project and Public Comment projects from Code for Kentuckiana were presented by Bret Walker

The Brigade Project Index, a cross-Brigade effort, was presented by Gio Sce 
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                                Charge of the Light Brigade

                                    Established Titles is running a big sale right now and if you use the code Yarnhub you get an additional 10% off. Go to https://EstablishedTitles.com/ Yarnhub to get your gifts now and help support the channel.
Into the Valley of Death rode the 600 as the story is told through Tennyson's poem.  The Charge of the Light Brigade was a colossal error of mistaken orders, carried out by brave men, despite the men knowing it meant almost certain death.  During the Battle of Balaclava they were mistakenly ordered to charge into a valley that was flanked on both sides by Russian and at the end of the valley was the Russian heavy artillery.  This tragic and cataclysmic event for the British military shocked the public and inspired Alfred, Lord Tennyson to write his stirring poem of the events just 6... 
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                                Brigade Training: New Captain's Orientation
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                                    Indian Bike Driving 3D || Fire Brigade 🚒 🚒 Car Cheat Code #shorts #short
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rohit game studio
indian bike game new update
bike driving 3d
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         Koffi Olomide ft. Brigade Sarbati - Code Pin (Clip Officiel en HD)

Titre: Code Pin
Piste CD: 2/9 (CD1)
Piste DVD: 7/16
Album: Affaire d'état
Artistes: Koffi Ol...

         Koffi Olomide ft. Brigade Sarbati - Code Pin (Clip Officiel en HD)

Titre: Code Pin
Piste CD: 2/9 (CD1)
Piste DVD: 7/16
Album: Affaire d'état
Artistes: Koffi Olomide & Quartier Latin
Année: 2003

Animations: Bébé Kérosène, Brigade Sarbati, Bouro Mpela, Fally Ipupa

Clip issu de l'album "AFFAIRE D'ÉTAT" de Koffi Olomide sorti en 2002

Le 7 mars 2003, le 6e et double album du groupe, Affaire d'État, sort avec des chansons tels que Ko-Ko-Ko-Ko de Fally Ipupa, Inch'Allah de Fofo le Collégien, Calvaire de Bouro Mpela, Drapeau Blanc de Soleil Wanga, Biblia de Gibson Butukondolo, Tendrement de Lola Muana, Tous Pepele de Deo Brando, Love Story de Montana Kamenga et beaucoup d'autres... Grâce à cet album, produit par David Monsoh comme Effrakata, le groupe remporte le prix du Meilleur groupe africain aux Kora Awards pour la chanson Inch'Allah (partagent avec le groupe ivoirien Anti Palu et Soum Bill).

Le 12 avril 2003, il se produit pour la 3e fois au Zénith de Paris avec son groupe Quartier Latin International.
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Clip issu de l'album "AFFAIRE D'ÉTAT" de Koffi Olomide sorti en 2002

Le 7 mars 2003, le 6e et double album du groupe, Affaire d'État, sort avec des chansons tels que Ko-Ko-Ko-Ko de Fally Ipupa, Inch'Allah de Fofo le Collégien, Calvaire de Bouro Mpela, Drapeau Blanc de Soleil Wanga, Biblia de Gibson Butukondolo, Tendrement de Lola Muana, Tous Pepele de Deo Brando, Love Story de Montana Kamenga et beaucoup d'autres... Grâce à cet album, produit par David Monsoh comme Effrakata, le groupe remporte le prix du Meilleur groupe africain aux Kora Awards pour la chanson Inch'Allah (partagent avec le groupe ivoirien Anti Palu et Soum Bill).

Le 12 avril 2003, il se produit pour la 3e fois au Zénith de Paris avec son groupe Quartier Latin International.
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         Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program - then check out codeforamerica.org/brigade!

         Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program - then check out codeforamerica.org/brigade!
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         Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brigade in your city.  Then, check out your next steps at http://www.codef...

         Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brigade in your city.  Then, check out your next steps at http://www.codeforamerica.org/brigade/organize
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                    Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brigade in your city.  Then, check out your next steps at http://www.codeforamerica.org/brigade/organize
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         ► Check me out on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/distantcoder
► Join my Discord Server: https://discord.com/invite/rc0

►  You can book coder for a 1-on-1 Co...

         ► Check me out on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/distantcoder
► Join my Discord Server: https://discord.com/invite/rc0

►  You can book coder for a 1-on-1 Coaching Session on Metafy at the following link: https://metafy.gg/@distantcoder

► VISIT CARDBRAWLERS AT https://cardbrawlers.com/?ref=Distant... ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER5 for 5% discount on all your orders !
►VISIT IMPERIUM DUELIST AT https://www.imperiumduelist.com ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER10 for 10% discount on all your orders !
►Check out EwinRACING at the following link and be sure to use promo code "coder20" for 20% off your purchase! | (Canada): https://bit.ly/35R2JEw | (US): https://bit.ly/3xRxdSB
► If you wish to support me further, here is a link to my Patreon where you can earn special supporter benefits: https://www.patreon.com/DistantCoder
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Music from Crypt of the NecroDancer soundtrack
(https://dbsoundworks.bandcamp.com)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Video Edited By: wmkiii
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq6F...
https://twitter.com/wmkiii
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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         Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativit...

         Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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         Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativit...

         Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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         The February, 2021 Brigade Project Standup covered three great projects:

VaccinateMA.com, a project to help connect Massachusetts residents to COVID vaccines, ...

         The February, 2021 Brigade Project Standup covered three great projects:

VaccinateMA.com, a project to help connect Massachusetts residents to COVID vaccines, was presented by Code for Boston members Harlan Weber, Matt Zagaja, and Madeleine Barowsky

The Public Utility Data project and Public Comment projects from Code for Kentuckiana were presented by Bret Walker

The Brigade Project Index, a cross-Brigade effort, was presented by Gio Sce
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Into the Valley of Death rode the 600 as the story is told through Tennyson's poem.  The Charge of the Light Brigade was a colossal error of mistaken orders, carried out by brave men, despite the men knowing it meant almost certain death.  During the Battle of Balaclava they were mistakenly ordered to charge into a valley that was flanked on both sides by Russian and at the end of the valley was the Russian heavy artillery.  This tragic and cataclysmic event for the British military shocked the public and inspired Alfred, Lord Tennyson to write his stirring poem of the events just 6 weeks after the event occurred.  
A veteran of the charge, Trumpeter Martin Leonard Landfried, from the 17th Lancers made a recording on an Edison cylinder which we use in this film of him playing the same trumpet that he used on that fateful day in the Crimea in 1854.
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                    Koffi Olomide ft. Brigade Sarbati - Code Pin (Clip Officiel en HD)

Titre: Code Pin
Piste CD: 2/9 (CD1)
Piste DVD: 7/16
Album: Affaire d'état
Artistes: Koffi Olomide & Quartier Latin
Année: 2003

Animations: Bébé Kérosène, Brigade Sarbati, Bouro Mpela, Fally Ipupa

Clip issu de l'album "AFFAIRE D'ÉTAT" de Koffi Olomide sorti en 2002

Le 7 mars 2003, le 6e et double album du groupe, Affaire d'État, sort avec des chansons tels que Ko-Ko-Ko-Ko de Fally Ipupa, Inch'Allah de Fofo le Collégien, Calvaire de Bouro Mpela, Drapeau Blanc de Soleil Wanga, Biblia de Gibson Butukondolo, Tendrement de Lola Muana, Tous Pepele de Deo Brando, Love Story de Montana Kamenga et beaucoup d'autres... Grâce à cet album, produit par David Monsoh comme Effrakata, le groupe remporte le prix du Meilleur groupe africain aux Kora Awards pour la chanson Inch'Allah (partagent avec le groupe ivoirien Anti Palu et Soum Bill).

Le 12 avril 2003, il se produit pour la 3e fois au Zénith de Paris avec son groupe Quartier Latin International.
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                Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program - then check out codeforamerica.org/briga...
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                    Learn About the Code for America Brigade Program - then check out codeforamerica.org/brigade!
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                Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brig...
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                    Watch this quick video to learn about the nuts & bolts of starting a Code for America Brigade in your city.  Then, check out your next steps at http://www.codeforamerica.org/brigade/organize
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                ► Check me out on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/distantcoder
► Join my Discord Server:...
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                    ► Check me out on Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/distantcoder
► Join my Discord Server: https://discord.com/invite/rc0

►  You can book coder for a 1-on-1 Coaching Session on Metafy at the following link: https://metafy.gg/@distantcoder

► VISIT CARDBRAWLERS AT https://cardbrawlers.com/?ref=Distant... ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER5 for 5% discount on all your orders !
►VISIT IMPERIUM DUELIST AT https://www.imperiumduelist.com ! Don't forget to use promo code CODER10 for 10% discount on all your orders !
►Check out EwinRACING at the following link and be sure to use promo code "coder20" for 20% off your purchase! | (Canada): https://bit.ly/35R2JEw | (US): https://bit.ly/3xRxdSB
► If you wish to support me further, here is a link to my Patreon where you can earn special supporter benefits: https://www.patreon.com/DistantCoder
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Music from Crypt of the NecroDancer soundtrack
(https://dbsoundworks.bandcamp.com)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Video Edited By: wmkiii
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq6F...
https://twitter.com/wmkiii
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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                Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you wan...
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                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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                    Have you ever wondered how your favorite apps, websites, and games are created? Do you want to explore the fascinating world of coding and unlock your creativity to bring your ideas to life?

Join us on an exhilarating journey to unleash the magic of coding! In this video, we will take you through the fundamentals of coding and introduce you to the most popular programming languages used by developers worldwide.

We will start by explaining the basics of coding, including syntax, functions, and algorithms. We will then dive into the world of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, the building blocks of web development. You will learn how to create interactive websites and animations using these languages.

Next, we will explore the world of Python, a versatile language used in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. We will walk you through the essential concepts of Python and demonstrate how to write your first program.

Finally, we will introduce you to the exciting world of game development using Unity, a popular game engine used by millions of developers worldwide. You will learn how to create your own 2D game using Unity and C#.

By the end of this video, you will have a solid foundation in coding and be equipped with the skills to create your own websites, games, and apps. Join us on this journey and unleash the magic of coding!
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VaccinateMA.com, a project to help connect Massachusetts residents to COVID vaccines, was presented by Code for Boston members Harlan Weber, Matt Zagaja, and Madeleine Barowsky

The Public Utility Data project and Public Comment projects from Code for Kentuckiana were presented by Bret Walker

The Brigade Project Index, a cross-Brigade effort, was presented by Gio Sce
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Into the Valley of Death rode the 600 as the story is told through Tennyson's poem.  The Charge of the Light Brigade was a colossal error of mistaken orders, carried out by brave men, despite the men knowing it meant almost certain death.  During the Battle of Balaclava they were mistakenly ordered to charge into a valley that was flanked on both sides by Russian and at the end of the valley was the Russian heavy artillery.  This tragic and cataclysmic event for the British military shocked the public and inspired Alfred, Lord Tennyson to write his stirring poem of the events just 6 weeks after the event occurred.  
A veteran of the charge, Trumpeter Martin Leonard Landfried, from the 17th Lancers made a recording on an Edison cylinder which we use in this film of him playing the same trumpet that he used on that fateful day in the Crimea in 1854.
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    		Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imperfects

      
Marvel Nemesis: Rise of the Imperfects is a fighting game for the PlayStation 2, Xbox, GameCube, DS, and PSP, which ties into the "Marvel Nemesis" comic book series.



Gameplay


The game pitches a series of Marvel heroes and villains, including Venom, Wolverine, Iron Man, and Spider-Man against a series of original EA-created/owned characters. Combat is simplified in favor of allowing the player greater movement, and the game initially drew comparisons to Power Stone, Super Smash Bros. and Ehrgeiz as a result. The video game is based on the Marvel comic book series with the same name, a 6-issue miniseries published from June to December 2005. The miniseries does not depict the events in the game or vice versa, and has a completely different story than the video game. There are even points in the video game story and the comic books that directly contradict each other. The comic does, however, star the same characters as the video game and introduces the EA characters with, aside from one or two minor details, the same background stories and powers. The EA characters are said to be part of the regular Marvel continuity but due to the games' poor response and the fact that they're owned by Electronic Arts, they have only appeared in the above-mentioned miniseries and may never be heard of in the Marvel Universe again.
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